Voyages
of a
Mama Bear
The odd funny road with love by: Ute Gravel

My Mom and
something to
say by the
Editor

When Mom decided she wanted to fo!ow Pa to the Bangledesh it was nothing special
other then the parents would be away for a long period of time.
You see, we (myself and my younger brother) grew up in a house where people were on
the move. Pa spent over twenty years in the Canadian Forces as a Signals oﬃcer and he
was away a lot. We also moved around o%en staying at most in one place for two years.
When he got out of the Forces and bought the house the family settled in we had close to
twenty people live in the house.
Since then, Pa has been traveling and Ma comes along because if you need to know anything about my Mom it’s two things;
1. She is very German, no accent mind you, but she has that German need to feed you or
oﬀer you food the moment you cross the threshold of her home.
2. She’s a smart, observant lady that is fascinated by everything in the world and looks
at things with an innocence that is very re(eshing. She’s not naive, she trave!ed the
world, no my Mother has that spark that never died.
These two things mean that if you want someone to travel with it’s hard to find a better
partner in crime. So Ma does a Bilbo and fo!ows the gruﬀ old codger around keeping
him out of trouble and reminding everyone she meets that people don’t suck as much as
the news lets on.
Then Ma is in Dhaka and she’s keeping everyone informed of everything she’s learning
and seeing. The words are more then simply an account of the trip it’s her observations;
blunt and honest. They share the same flavor of a! who crave the new and seek to understand a! the time.
So I decided to co!ect the litany of updating e-mails. A%er the second trip I decided to
figure a way to share those same ponderings (om my Mom.
I’ve kept the dates the same as my gmail account shows in order to keep some semblance
of time.
Here ya go planet Earth.
Ute Gravel in words.
Olen Gravel -2013
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1 May 2012
It’s almost 8pm here and we’ve just finished supper. Very good food at our
hotel or should I say club (the Dutch club) you can find lots of Dutch being
spoken and 30% of the Dutch people here are negro which really feels bizarre.

The Big Bang
The trip went well. We had a delay in leaving Narita for Bangkok and
thought we’d miss our transfer connection but we made it with the help of
the airline prepared to rush us as we departed through directly to the boarding gate. Even our luggage made it.

Having a night to sleep in a bed in Bangkok was the best idea. Today we had
a 2 hour flight then settled into the hotel, a swim in the new pool, a nap, supper and now ready to sleep again hopefully through the night.

We’re safe and sound and I’ll keep sending you updates.

Love mom
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S EC T I O N 1

Getting to Dhaka
1 May 2012
I’m going to send a running diary (the Big Bang) to family and friends. Partially because it lets everyone know
we’re safe and sound and partially because its easier to
relate our adventure as we experience it. After 3 weeks
I’ll have gotten used to and forgotten all those little
things that are unique.

You can choose to read it or not.
This first diary entry will probably be the longest because it begins with our departure from Ottawa 4 days
ago. I was still not fully recovered from chronic bronchitis but had been given a go ahead and antibiotics
from my doctor. I brought masks and plenty of cough
drops so that I wouldn’t frighten anyone on the plane if
I should start one of my coughing fits.

As long as I didn’t speak...I didn’t cough. Now what’s
the likelihood of that happening? Luckily I managed to
sleep on a lot of our flights. For those of you who
didn’t get the thousands of calendar notifications our
route was Ottawa, Vancouver, Tokyo, Bangkok, Bangladesh. This was intentionally planned so that none of
our flights would be longer than 9 hours. We are travelling economy instead of business class in order to save
our points for our trip to Australia in December and 9
hours is my limit for any single flight before I start to
get fidgety.

From Bangkok to Bangladesh we befriended a vice principal of one of the catholic schools in Bangladesh who
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is recovering from gallbladder surgery and has graciously oﬀered to help me acclimate.

Unfortunately for the first timer the airport experience
can feel overwhelming. The distinct smells, the aggressive baggage handlers and taxi drivers. Fortunately the
airport is only an amplified version of the average community outside of the airport. I am glad I was with
Ned, bigger than any of the aggressors and confident
of the process and knew his way around from his previous visits making it easier to manoeuvre the idiosyncrasies of this very poor country.

Getting a visa. We immediately went to the counter
and paid our 50 taka each for our visa and were told it
cost an extra 7 taka. Ned only had 5 and the fellow finally took 1. ???? We then lined up to clear customs
when the agent pulled us out of the line up, demanded
our passports and visa documents and took us to another counter. This was new to Ned so he asked why.
New procedures, was the answer.

In all other countries the oﬃcial will stare at a computer screen and tap away at the keyboard. Not in
Bangladesh. The oﬃcial hand enters your information
into a ledger type of book. We were then escorted back
to the customs line with a clear understanding that it
would cost us more money. We didn’t argue but paid
and finally entered Bangladesh.

We didn’t need to get a taxi because Ned had arranged
the driver from his previous stays to pick us up.

Instead of a western Hotel Ned chose the Dutch Club
because of its familial atmosphere. It is filled with families and other working people similar to Ned whose
work term may be weeks at a time. He didn’t just want
to live in a hotel room he needed to have people to talk
to and get to know. Though the guests are cosmopolitan and interesting It is definitely not your typical “resort” atmosphere. Tennis is very popular and the 2 tennis courts are busy. We already enjoyed the new pool.
One of the best cures for jet lag.

The walls everywhere are marked and the paint
chipped. Makes me think of how Greece would be. Furniture is scratched and chipped. Rust on any metal finishes. Our bed has one mattress which I believe is
probably what we would call the box spring but I was
so tired I managed to sleep deeply in spite of it. I was
startled in the middle of the night to see the dark large
mosquito net hanging wrapped up like some cocoon
over our heads which I had forgotten was there. The
shower door is actually an outdoor patio door. The
bathroom fan does not have a closure or bug screen so
we have to keep the bathroom door closed at all times
to keep the bugs out and the air conditioned air in. I
have to remember to use bottled water for everything
including and especially for brushing teeth. No special
touches, hair dryer, extra shampoos, etc. It actually
feels more like a cottage experience than a holiday get
away.

Its their rainy season so its not extremely hot or sunny.
It is humid but I’ve experienced worse in Thailand and
Bali. The thunder storm we got last night was much
louder than I’ve ever experienced.

The food is good and lots of variety. For only $5 each I
had bbq pork chops with mashed potatoes and veg
while Ned had one of the best fish’n’chips with fries
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and salad that I have ever tasted. I believe it was the
type and freshness of the fish that made it outstanding.

I think I’ve covered it all, weather, food, travel, accommodations. In closing I believe that the humidity,
warmth and sun is speeding my recovery and I’ll be
back to my old self very soon. Before long I’ll develop a
comforting routine. Now oﬀ to the pool side to get
some work done.

Take care everyone and let me know how things are going back home.
Ute

S EC T I O N 2

To teach the Pina Colada
2 May 2012
Remember how I said I would write a diary seeing that
after 3 weeks I would forget to tell you about some
things because they would have become normal. Well I
already have. I forgot to mention that ever since I disembarked the airplane at Bangladesh I wanted to be
respectful of the local customs for women when they
are in public, so I made sure to wear a Hijab when I am
not in the Dutch Club compound.

Actually it has a plus side. I had a bad case of travel
hair but because of my Hijab I didn’t have to worry. I
don’t think I’ll even miss my hairdryer because when
I’m in the compound I will have wet hair from swimming and outside the compound the Hijab.

Before we left I was concerned that 3 weeks would be
too long because I would finish my work before then
and be very bored since I won’t wander out and about
by myself. Ned protested by describing my working
conditions as sitting with my laptop by an azure blue
swimming pool ordering back to back pina coladas. So
after a morning working I ordered my lunch and a pina
colada by the poolside. Lets just say it didn’t go quite as
Ned had predicted. First someone had to teach the bartender how to make pina coladas after which he then
wrote on the bar chalkboard “Cocktails – Pina Colada”.
I’m always glad to spread education wherever we wonder, I mean wander.

Did I tell you I had two just so the bartender could
show his instructor he had mastered it.

Glad to help.

Today was Ned’s first day at work and he has decided
the ritual (he loves rituals) would be to come home,
change into his bathing trunks and dive into the pool
as soon as possible. Ned returned from work around
5pm and the sun sets rather quickly at 6pm. Shortly after Ned’s arrival a short but very powerful rain storm
hit and we the only Canadians loved swimming in the
middle of it all. As long as there was no lighting, why
not. Its just rain and we’re already wet. Needless to say
the community is watching us carefully.

I have to be very careful about being friendly. Both of
us have had the experience of being approached to
sponsor them or a relative to come to Canada.

Its almost 10pm and the smacking of the tennis balls
can still be heard. The Bangladesh version of loons perhaps. There’s something relaxing about it not being a
typical resort where all the beautiful people go and
work on the latest deep tanning techniques while wearing the latest in string for a bikini. Here there are ordinary (mostly) pale Dutch families.

I fit.
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Lets see - weather, check, food (I forgot .... still excellent here in the compound don’t know about outside
yet), check, accommodations (still friendly) check,
travel (not heard from the vice principal that we met at
the airport, who volunteered to guide me around). Tomorrow is Thursday and Ned has Friday and Saturday
(the normal weekend) oﬀ and Sunday is a national holiday so we hope to check out a few hot spots. I’ll let
you know if we find any in Bangladesh.

Take care,

Ute
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S EC T I O N 3

The Toilet Paper Bride
3 May 2012
As you can see the length of these updates is the reason why I don’t post them on facebook.

By the way I took some time and checked out the tutorials for using facebook. The “facebook for dummies”
tutorial had no volume. Ha! The next one I tried still
had volume problems. Ned checked that I was set up
correctly and admitted the narrator didn’t know what
he was doing. I finally got a tutorial that worked and
gave a bit of history. He also explained how facebook is
only a social medium and should never be used for business.

Down the list of available tutorials, voila, I found “how
to develop your business on facebook”. .......pause. At
this rate this could take me the entire 3 weeks in Bang
and I’m not sure that I’ll be any further ahead than
when I started.

I have been asked by some of you what I used for my
Hijab. I brought a few pashminas and Ned brought me
2 from his last visit. I used one of my hair clips to
hold it in place but I bet to the locals I look like some
bag lady.

But there’s must be a trick because when you’re short
in all parts including the neck, some of them are so
long I could hang myself if I wasn’t careful or just when
I think I’ve flung them around and over each shoulder
properly only to find out that the escalator is chewing
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it up. Whack! (whiplash) This and dragging luggage,
you can only imagine.

I have nightmares of being wrapped up like a the toilet
paper bride at a bridal shower game.

One of my favourite comedians Jeanne Robertson has
a whole skit about “Men don’t know the style in NYC”
all about how she learned to wear a pashmina which is
priceless and actually made me feel better about my
own fiasco. Definitely worth a peak on mycylinder or
youtube, whatever.
By the way I used to think they called it facebook because of the face to face personal connection. Now I
just think its because of the faces I make trying to use
the bloody thing.

I’m surprised I had another successfully restful night.
My bronchitis is pretty much gone. I attribute it to the
much needed and long time coming warmth and sun
after our Canadian winter.

This morning we sat at a table for breakfast that allowed us to watch some of the preparations. It was reassuring to see that the ice is bought and in bags like
back home and the water used for coﬀee and tea is
from large water cooler just like back home. But what
made me smile the most was when our coﬀee was
made with the best instant Nescafe coﬀee money could
buy and the milk in the little creamer was actually

made from milk powder and water. The moral is when
in doubt there’s always Pina Coladas.

I hope that when Ned gets home for his dip in the
pool it won’t be raining this time. Though the night
rains do cool things down and keep everything green,
I’d love to linger for a night swim after the sun goes
down.

That’s all for today, check in tomorrow.
Ute
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S EC T I O N 4

The First Rainy Day
4 May 2012
One of my friends admitted to being a facebook “lurker”. Never really entering anything but watching everyone else from a distance. Is this an oﬃcial term and
how much lurking gets me the stalker status?

OK my luck has run out. As yesterday afternoon I was
taking a cocktail break from work. I approached the
bartender in training and ask what cocktails he was
comfortable making. He brought out a hand written
book which had recipes for Margaritas and Daiquiris.
The Daiquiri had no fruit (strawberry, kiwi, banana,
nothing) but I was willing to try his recipe.
Poor
guy he tried so hard but the rim was covered in salt (I
may be wrong but don’t Margaritas have salt and Daiquiris would have sugar if they have anything at all) and
without even an ice cube it was just warm alcohol. So I
explained I’d like this put in the blender with some ice
and mashed up to make a “frozen” Daiquiri. I’m just
glad I didn’t ask for a Mojito.

He oﬀered to make me an “Around the World” as my
second cocktail. OK this bartender is beginning to understand me but I just wasn’t in the mood for more
than one drink. When I looked up “around the world”
apparently its name is very true because its a diﬀerent
recipe in diﬀerent parts of the world. I’ll let him make
me one tomorrow. Who knows I may actually enjoy his
version, once I find out which one it is.

I finally found out what made the fish’n’chips the best
I’d ever had. It was orly. At first I thought that was a
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type of native fish but then I googled it and discovered
its a french culinary term for a very specific fish batter
(sometimes the deep fried fish has tomatoe sauce over
it, but I would keep the taste pure especially if the fish
is fresh) What made it so good was that the fish fillet
could be very thick (ours was 1 inch) and the thin yeast
batter coats it so thoroughly that it seals in the moisture of the fish while cooking it to perfection.

When I expressed my pleasure the chef came out and
spent some time talking to me and I told him about
my dinning in the dark experience. They just don’t get
it. People pay to eat in the dark?on purpose?... We have
dark.... And its free. We just don’t pay the bill or we
turn out the lights??????what makes this special? “I
don’t think it would work here” he explained.

One of the smartest things I did was bring my fuzzy
slippers. We like our room air conditioned but the ceramic tile floor gets very cold. So now my body remains
cool while my feet stay warm.

The day before we left Ned began cold symptoms
(runny nose, slight fever) so during the flights he’d
throw the blanket over his entire head and upper body
and sleep as much as possible underneath the blanket
where his returning breath kept the air moist and easy
to breath. The severe Hijab. The flight attendants
didn’t even blink. They probably thought he just didn’t
want to be disturbed.

I would check before he went under the blanket
whether he wanted me to wake him to eat and I always
made sure he had orange juice or water available when
he got thirsty. I was afraid he was getting sick and/or
even share what I was recovering from. I’m glad to
report that Ned’s strategy worked. Lots of sleep and
moist air to breath did the trick. He never succumbed
to the big bad germs.

Today we woke up to the first rainy day so far but the
breeze and temperature is perfect for swimming in the
rain or just sitting under a shelter enjoying the rain
sounds around us. Like I mentioned in one of my earlier emails. It feels like being at a cottage. The only
thing missing is the sand between my toes. And that I
don’t miss at all.

Hope things are finally warming up in Canada. I don’t
want it to be too much of a temperature shock on my
return.

Bye for now.
Ute
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S EC T I O N 5

Passing the Time

4 May 2012
Yesterday evening a German couple Ned had met during his last visit came to have dinner with us. At that
time they were moving from India to work in Bangladesh for 2 yrs and spent a month in the complex until
their house was ready. Last January they had arranged
Ned’s birthday party when he was here alone.

This is the first day of a 3 day long weekend. Its rainy
but with a refreshing cool breeze so we will be working
on completing future training and plan to go exploring
over the next two days.

The individual days go by slowly because I’m not used
to working on a computer all day even if I can move
about between the pool side and the air conditioned
library. However it feels fast when I realize that tomorrow I will have been gone already a week.
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Moving to the next day since I didn’t send yesterday’s
diary.

I have now discovered why “The International Centre
for Diarrheal Studies” is located in Bangladesh. I have
never ever had Montezuma's revenge on any of our exotic travels until this afternoon. Puts a new meaning to
the big bang. I wasn’t certain that it was only a one
time occurrence to a spicy lunch until I was too nauseous to eat dinner and the revenge continued along
with me feeling weak and a slight fever. So we cancelled today’s exploration.

Luckily I took the antibiotics immediately last night
with imodium and lots of fluids. I’m still a little weak
but I am craving some tea and toast, sunlight and fresh
air and that’s a good thing.

We’re taking our computers to breakfast so that we
can continue to sit outside to work.

Bye for now.
Ute

5 May 2012
Not much new today. After only managing some O.J.
and 1 piece of toast at breakfast before the nausea set
in. I spent the morning sleeping oﬀ my fever while
Ned stood guard.

When I awoke he got me cream of mushroom and
cream of chicken soup for lunch. I ate one of them
without repercussions.

We went to the pool side for an hour and met another
family Ned knows from his previous visit. They’re here
on a 3 yr UNICEF posting. I did have a few short
swims between resting in the shade.

Then back to bed and sleeping the rest of the day away.
Its 9pm and I successfully finished the last soup and
2nd piece of toast leftover from breakfast.

We discovered that there’s not much to discover in
Bangladesh. The parliament and Lalbagh Fort is pretty
much it and after hearing about a severe mugging of
one of the doctors of UNICEF earlier this afternoon I
found us a 1 day Dhaka city tour which will cover the
highlights with lunch that we will feel comfortable taking next weekend. Remember this is not a holiday.
We’re here to work and the weekends we can’t play just
like in Canada.

That’s it for today. My guardian angel is tucking me in
for the night.
Ute

6 May 2012
Correction for my last email “anti-muse”, meaning the
opposite of inspiring.

For those of you who wanted to see me in hijab (see
first attachment). I really blend....you could loose me in
a crowd. And did I mention its great for bad hair days.
In some cases it causes a bad hair day.

After sleeping most of the last 24 hrs I feel like myself
again. Now I just have to finish oﬀ the antibiotics and
I should be good for the rest of the trip.

Ned my watchdog has been beside me the entire day to
take care of every need or whim. He did manage to
complete a big project so I don’t feel so guilty about
not working. I was afraid I’d be his anti-mews snoring
sick beside his desk while he worked.

We had a lovely brunch with the German couple today
at their apartment (see next attachments). Finally some
real coﬀee.

We are invited to breakfast tomorrow and perhaps a
tour of the docks. After the progress I made today I
think it will be easily possible.

As you can see the walls are always white and the woodwork is always ornately carved. Everyone posted here
has a home in their native country so they live sparsely
with a few choice pieces they have accumulated in each
of their travels. There are bars on all the windows and
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for those who can aﬀord it, air conditioners and generators when the electricity dies, which is often. Along
with the internet. Which is what's happened today.
The internet just returned at 3pm.

At first we thought that perhaps its a security measure
because Hillary Clinton is visiting just a few blocks
from us. A lot of the roads were closed and our detour
took us to some of the more challenging roads (and I
use the term loosely). Miles and miles of cables just
hanging loosely so even me at 5 foot nothing has to
watch where I’m walking.

There’s lots of stealing anything that requires an exterior cable, like electricity. So every few months oﬃcials
come and just cut all the cables around the houses and
apartments. I guess you just reconnect the authentic
ones on a regular basis.

Crime has increased even during the short time we’ve
been here so I stay close to Ned. But we heard that one
of the Russian delegates who is a very big man, got his
backpack cut from his back by guys driving by in a taxi.
So obviously size doesn’t deter the determined.

Their success depends on the chef, management and
service.

Each Club has a feature to draw members such as Tennis Tournament, BBQ night, pool. Families rotate going from one Club to another.

One distinct common characteristic of the members of
these clubs is that they are all athletic and slim. I am
the largest person at the pool side. It could be that
these kinds of jobs/postings attract people who are
naturally physically active, A type personalities. Mind
you they do have maid service, chauﬀeurs, nanny’s
(that also cook) which allows them time and energy for
self care.

I know I prefer my safe environment with luxuries of
dependable electricity, clean water, etc. to living like
rich people in a poor country.

Quite an experience. I’m more grateful everyday for
my blessings that I easily take for granted.
Bye for now.
Ute

I have now found out that there is very little to see in
Bangladesh. All the rivers, etc. are heavily polluted not
much of an attraction. Shades of “slum dog millionaire”
living all around. We plan on taking a one day City tour
of Dhaka next weekend.

For recreation the families posted here buy a membership that will allow them to go from one Club to another and access their facilities. We’re at the Dutch
Club but there’s a German Club, Australian Club, Canada Club, etc. The Dutch Club is the most convenient
logistically for Ned that’s why he choose it. And believe it or not has the best reputation of all of them.
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S EC T I O N 6

Written Interlude
Dear Reader:

6 May 2012

I gave Papa a card (om me and my Wife to give to Mama on
Mother’s Day. The transaction was done at a restaurant. Now
with a! of the Papa Bear’s experience during the 1970’s-80’s
you’d figure he’d be on the ba! and just take the card.

Olen’n’Chantelle

Nope he gave it to ma right there and then. It took some tomfoolery but the cat was put back in the bag.

Your dad thought today was Mother’s Day so he gave
me your card today.

Sniﬀ....sniﬀ....Bahhhhhhhhhhh

Of course the cat is an escape artist and Pa gave Mother the
card early.
I love your poetic loving message.
This is the result.
Editor
Perhaps poetry has been passed on genetically. I’ll
share some of mine for you to read sometime.

Love mom
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1976 - So passion dies
(for Brigitte after her first divorce before I married….when I was still a Polyanna)

In passion’s shadows we exist
and life is counted, kiss by kiss

Then longingly a marriage vow is made
but where is passion now?

The time we have just fades away
preoccupied with bills to pay

All day work, then family life,
exhausted husband, nagging wife

We play the roles for which we’re cast
and age her victim rapes at last.

What’s left? Not knowing you or me
a simple link that’s christened “we”

So back to where it all began
to loving kisses … holding hands

Life’s lesson, to our great surprise will be
that passion never dies.
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1978 - Time

1978 - the Beginning

We believe time unlike money is free

It’s a calm rainy day in September

But discover too late, there’s a fee

and the leaves must submit to the cold

* So we just submit

So to protest the coming of winter

* To the fact we’re in debt

they turn colours of rust, orange and gold.

And continue to steal … apprehensively.
As I shyly observe from my window
so sheltered and hidden away,
I chuckle in whispering fashion
to be witness of seasons at play

I morn the retreating of summer
its memories of warmth and delight
Still, I look anxiously forward to winter
for it too as its spark and its bite.

What rare moments I painfully cling to
soon must surrender to time
To survive I replace the old season
with the birth of a new love
all mine.
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1989 - Weave world
I composed this to accompany a paper I wrote on geriatrics my first semester in massage school. I had just finished
reading Weaveworld by Clive Barker.

Weave slowly, choose your colours well*

*

*

*

Notes and References from the Author:

strong ones first that stand the test of time*

*

*

weave = living life
colours = people in your life
faded hues = less prominent, but still influential people

but find a place for faded hues**

*

*

that blend and emphasize the form* *

*

*

It could be blinding without subtle hues* *

*

or dull if brightness is forgot* *

* *

*

*

*

*

*

blinding = too stressed
dull = purposeless
art = type of life you make

*

*

*

*

there’s space for both within one art**

*

*

*

knots = relationships
stitches = life connection
patters =life paths/choice
thread = memories

the young, the old, the bright, the not

Be selective of your knots *

*

*

*

to hold the stitches fast**

*

*

*

the patterns that are chosen* *

*

*

*

should be made to last

Small remnant threads that have been saved*
will also have a use
when planning what art next to weave
they will help you choose

Should you be woven in the front
or like a shadow faint
remember that in every weave
each piece was made to fit.
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*

*

1989 - A Thought
Um .. coﬀee sure tastes extra good this morning. Must be the rain. As long as I could dry out somewhere comfortably I’ve always welcomed getting wet in a summer rain. And today’s rain was long overdue. I haven’t even given its
acid content more than a passing thought as I watch people running for shelter from my protected window in the
coﬀee shop. It seems only appropriate for Cat Steven’s “Lisa, Lisa” to filter through the speakers in the back and
contribute to my mellow mood.

Once the rain had subsided I noticed what I expected to be a tiny puddle on the outside windowsill, was really a collection of coins. They must be his coins. I wonder if he blindly trusted the world and left them there to run for
cover, or if someone knowing this is his corner, cared enough to leave them for him when he returned.

He is a permanent fixture, a constant. He never begs like the others, putting you on the spot and forcing you to deal
with your compassion response or your guilt reflex. He just silently stands leaning against the window, head bowed
and hand out. Sometimes he sits in a corner of the coﬀee shop scratching his dirty hair and guarding his coﬀee cup
while talking to his imaginary companion. In fact the only time I’ve heard him speak was to politely decline a free
cigarette from a stranger, but oﬀer to buy it for 20 cents.

Perhaps it’s because he doesn’t expect anything from me that I haven’t judged him. Me, who dissected and measured everyone I’ve ever encountered finally met someone I can completely accept.
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2005 - My New Friend

Age
thank you for the gifts you gave me

Since my vision as faded, I have been able to see more clearly
Although my hearing be faint, I am a better listener
Because I move slower, I now appreciate my scenery
My weak body can be used to strengthened my tolerance
When I am forgetful I am inspired to make more memories
As for my remaining fears, they teach me what is worth caring about

Age, I never recognized you as a friend.
And I can’t wait to open my next gift.
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S EC T I O N 7

It’s a Square
7 May 2012
The heat and humidity is a bit much for me today so
I’m working in what is called the library. Lots of books,
DVDs and VHS people have left. Its cool and quiet
but still has windows.

I will apologize in advance because today’s diary is a bit
more political than I had expected.

As I’m observing all the workers in the compound begin their day (the gardener, the waiters, the maids) I’m
imagining the privileged families beginning their day.
Some families even have one nanny per child. Then I
realize, my laundry is done, my meals are cooked, my
room is cleaned. I am one of the privileged.

This morning’s paper had an article about a new financial aid provided for women (widows, abandoned mothers and pregnant). They will receive an allowance of 350
taka a month. Also insolvent freedom fighters (I’m not
sure but they might mean veterans) will get 2,000 taka
a month. The exchange is about 80 some taka to $1
cdn.
So even if I round up for simplicity, here’s a snapshot
of poverty in Bangladesh: Cocktails at the bar cost between 300-375 taka = about $3.00-3.75 cdn.

We average breakfast for about $3 and supper at about
$5. Its hard to imagine that we spend more on one supper than an abandoned mothers monthly allowance. I
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can just imagine Mama Gravel’s reaction to that idea of
aid.

Also the Bangladesh government has announced a plan
to rehabilitate thousands of homeless beggars throughout various regions of the country by providing them
“accommodations and a loan for self employment”.
Nothing was mentioned about education or what is
considered “accommodations”. If begging is an industry in this country, aren’t they already kinda self employed??????

When we were picked up by Ned’s usual taxi driver
who is always contracted to pick Ned up and drop him
oﬀ from work, we were aware of the unhealthy sounds
coming from the car. Each visit Ned has raised the
amount he pays the driver. This time was no exception
and he paid him more than the usual advance in order
for him to complete the necessary repairs. After all its
to everyone’s advantage.

Even though the cost of this service is still considerably less than what we would pay in Canada the concept
that reliable service is acknowledged with fair (Bangladeshi) wages is so new to them. It hurts me to see.

Everywhere we see Bangladeshi’s swindling what they
can. From the landlord of the people we visited to the
merchants selling, unknown to you, a used instead of a
new product or installers/builders cutting corners whenever, wherever they can.

Its expected of the purchaser to be suspicious, vigilant
and call them on it. They aren’t embarrassed they just
got caught. That’s all. If you’re respectful and nice
they’ll really try to take advantage of you. So now I understand why the foreigners appear bossy or even rude.
Ned and I will still remain polite but then I’m not actually living here (renting a home, buying electricity/
water services, shopping for groceries or sending children to school) I have nothing to fight over. But witnessing this, I miss home.

FYI, I keep forgetting to mention:
All the toilet seats are square. Like a chair. Hmmmm
It takes about 2-3 minutes for the hot water to reach
our shower.
And being that its the “Dutch” club, french fries are
eaten like in Europe, with mayonnaise instead of
ketchup.
Though we do have a few bugs, mosquitoes and such,
they are not problematic like during Ned’s previous visits and every Monday like today we take our malaria
pills just in case.
This first week has gone by fast. Its hard to get into a
work mode when I wake up to the sound of tropical
birds. Its a play environment not conducive to work.
But since Ned works so hard, I also must earn my fair
wage with fair work, so bye for now.
Ute
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S EC T I O N 8

The Lull, the Geko and the Origional
7 May 2012
Sorry guys here’s where it gets dull because just like
you, my routine is set. I’m getting up, getting clean,
having breaky, working, having lunch, working, (OK
this next part is not just like you) when Ned comes
home have a swim, supper, reading or trying to watch a
movie on the computer.

See the same. Only diﬀerence is I’m doing it where its
sunny, hot and humid surrounded by lots of poor people I can’t talk to. See the same.

That reminds me. When we were invited to the German couple’s apartment for breakfast last Sunday. The
other couple that joined us brought as a hostess gift
Smucker’s Raspberry Jam that they bought at the
American exchange. What a treat! The conversation
very quickly became where to get what supplies at
what quality for what price. Special finds that feel like
home that we have everyday in our pantries and
fridges.
Be grateful, you just don’t truly understand until you’ve
left home. Bye for now, my hide away awaits.
Ute
8 May 2012

During the week the compound gets very quiet because everyone is oﬀ at work. Only the odd nanny with
kids shows up for a swim and lunch. I don’t enjoy sitting in a wet bathing suit by the pool side with my laptop and I have to be careful because I’m taking antibiotics not to be in the sun so I find little hidden away
shady corners with tables and chairs and a breeze poking my computer keyboard. No not with the latest
cocktail. That’s one of the things that will distinguish a
work week from a weekend for me. Ned’s around and
we treat ourselves a bit.

One new thing, I had my first fresh watermelon juice
instead of ice tea for supper last night. They have a
juicer and a variety of choices, mango, pineapple, etc.
with no added sugar. Since I’m not a pop fan and bottled water gets boring this is a great find.

Ok it was going to happen. I see them everywhere but
they finally got me. I reached for my files on the desk
and when I separated them to find the one I wanted
out jumped the baby gecko and scurried across my
desk onto the floor. This time I wasn’t expecting it.

My son’s would be proud of me. I didn’t scream. My
normal response to being suddenly shocked as they can
unfortunately attest to, is a very loud high pitched
blood curdling scream which would have probably had
the entire compound come running. It usually has a
audio delay in that it takes that long for a scream of
that depth to reach my vocal cords since its coming all
the way from of my toes (OK insert short joke here).
Nevertheless it would have been extremely embarrassing.

Ned has just emailed me that this coming Saturday afternoon we are invited to the Director General’s house
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and on May 16, I will be spending the day at Ned’s office. I’m assured that I don’t have to go full hijab just
drape loosely to cover my throat and chest area. More
to come on that fashion adventure I’m sure.

I just finished reading the second of 3 books I brought
so far. The first one was a good mystery Anne Perry’s
Seven Dhials which I finished and left in the Narita airport lounge for someone else to pick up during their
journey.

The second book is one of Olen’n’Chantelle’s favourite
writers, Stuart McLean’s Vinyl Café Diaries which are
all short stories that I am still enjoying reading on and
oﬀ. Usually with my morning coﬀee for a good laugh to
start the day. I’ll bring that one back for them. I have
to finish it before my trip back because I’ll be travelling alone and there’s nothing worse than waking up
the person or persons next to you in the airplane while
spasming trying not to laugh out loud. Or worse yet,
accidentally laughing out loud when the entire plane is
asleep. Don’t ask me how I know.

The third book was “The Clowns of God” by Morris
West who is best know as the author of Lazarus and
The Shoes of the Fisherman which I now have donated
to the library here.

So I needed a proper novel for that end of day, during
the trip home, type read. I my perused “Memoirs of
a Geisha” and found it to be a good storytelling style.

And what’s also important especially when travelling is
the size of the paperback. Small and light enough to fit
into the carry on luggage and that mesh pocket attached to the seat in front of you in an airplane. But
also and this is actually the most important reason for
a compact size. I can’t count how many times I’ve
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beaned myself on the nose when I’ve fallen asleep in
bed reading. No matter how good a read, it still fatigues your arms, and hurts when it wakes you up.

Before I close oﬀ for the day I have to tell you what
happened tonight at supper. I introduced Ned to
freshly squeezed pineapple juice and sprite (50/50)
something I created at lunch and liked. The waiter
asked what the drink was called and without blinking
an eye Ned said “its an Ute”. I already had one so the
waiter asked if Ned wanted two (meaning one for Ned
and another one for me). Ned told him “no thank you,
I can only handle one Ute at a time.”

I can see it now.....long after Ned has left his mark and
left Bangladesh, they’ll still be ordering Utes at the
Dutch Club.

Bye for now.
Ute (the original)

9 May 2012
no BIG BANG, only a little fssssst today. (But enough
about my digestive system, ha ha)
So for those of you who are living vicariously through
me, I apologise. I hope tomorrow will be better. And I
hate to break it to you but my diary being boring is the
least of your problems.

The very hot and humid weather has finally arrived.
Even the Bangladeshis are turning on the air conditioning. And with the heat and humidity come the bugs. I
now have quite a few bites but fortunately most of
them are not itchy and our malaria meds are up to date
so we should be good.

But then our luck hasn’t been that great lately when it
comes to health.

I’ve noticed in the library that the books look a lot
older than their years. I was told that its the same for
most things in this climate. There is a constant black
dust and humidity combined that can discolour and
erode most anything. I’m glad I’m just here for 3 weeks
then. Mind you my form could use a little eroding.

At least in this heat we’re not very hungry. So we’re eating less and swimming daily. Yesterday our daily after
work ritual included a swimming class for small children of Club members and a children’s birthday party
with games at the playground and tennis courts. Basically it felt like an amusement park with kids (parents,
nannies) running, screeching and even crying all over
the place.

I’m worried, this morning’s coﬀee actually tasted good
to me. I guess its like when you’re camping and eating
rations type food and drinking instant coﬀee. At first
you just accept it because that’s all you can have. But
later on that morning coﬀee, instant or not, really hits
the spot when you come out of your tent.

First time for me, we finally had our laundry done. I
was surprised at the professional results. Again evidence that we are in poor Bangladesh, usually hotel
laundry is expensive. Here’s a sample of the prices (remember $1 cdn is approx. 80 taka):
Shirt 80tk, pants/skirt 150tk, underwear 50tk so for
$12-15 we got all our laundry done
In a normal hotel you’d easily pay twice or more for
each item.
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The minibar is non-existent though the chit lists cola,
sprite, mars bar, snickers and chips. There is only the
instant coﬀee/tea/sugar/creamer, free bottled water in
the fridge and 1 bag of chips. But if they were stocked
here’s what those prices are:
Cola 65tk, chocolate bar 110tk, chips 40tk. Not bad if
they actually had them stocked.

Across the street from the compound there’s the Bangladesh version of a little convenience store. I didn’t
even recognize it as a store because it looks the same as
all the other run down buildings surrounding it. Commercial mixed with residential mixed with squatters.
Its hard to tell legitimate businesses. Knowing me I’d
probably walk into someone’s home by mistake.
Ahhhhh! Mind you that might just be their reaction to
my sad excuse for a hijab.

I thought of being brave and venturing out by myself
and cross the street to get some snacks. Then I
thought better of it. First because of the safety issue.
Even crossing the street is enough time and distance to
be run over, snatched, mugged. Though there are
guards in the compound oﬃce, by the time they would
get out of the guard house the deed would already be
done.

Also, how badly do we r.e.a.l.l.y need snacks? They say
a diet of snack food is unhealthy. No more so than in
Bangladesh.

Bye for now.
Ute

S EC T I O N 9

Hello Neighbor
9 May 2012
And the hits just keep on cummin’. I’m not sure if you
can appreciate how creative one has to be in order to
make a travel diary even remotely interesting but one
of these days I’ll just send one of those short “Having a
great time. Wish you were here” notes instead.

I just had “Bitter Ballen” for lunch! Bitter Ballen you
ask?

Its a type of Dutch meatball. They are deep fried. The
outer crust is crunchy seasoned breadcrumbs but the
inside was grey mush that I did recognize as meat but
wasn’t sure it was actually cooked. I tasted it and it
didn’t taste as if it was raw. I dared to be brave and did
eat all 5 of them. Later I as was reassured by one of the
Dutch members that that’s what they’re supposed to
be like. The meat is prepared as a ragu so that’s why its
mushy. With the good German zenf (spicy mustard) I
managed to have another adventure at lunch. The
things I’ll do for a good story.

FYI when in Bangkok or Bangladesh just because your
room number is 4578 doesn’t necessarily mean your on
the fourth floor. We noticed that at our hotel in Bangkok and once again while I was trying to make arrangements for our full day city tour of Dhaka for Friday.
The address is Suite 502, 3rd floor. Hmmm. I’m not
even going to assume the streets or the buildings are
numbered sequentially. That and hiring a good driver is
how you get around this city with minimum frustration.
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One of our Dutch acquaintances is currently in the
stages of interviewing drivers. The drivers will be driving the customer’s car. Now most vehicles of any sort
belonging to the locals are pretty badly dented and
beaten up, almost all of the paint scratched/scrapped
oﬀ due to the cars rubbing up against each other trying
to get through traﬃc that consists of lots of rickshaws,
tuktuks, etc. I still haven’t determined whether the law
requires one to drive on the left or the right side of the
road. Their cars have right side steering wheels but you
wouldn’t know it driving in traﬃc. I would be very hesitant to drive my own car much less have a local driver
drive my car. But they do.

Ned hires a driver that comes with his own car which is
for obvious reasons a little more expensive but perhaps
in the long run cheaper should there ever be damage to
the vehicle. May I suggest looking at the following link
for the the true Dhaka experience. I bet you didn’t
think this diary entry would include audio visual components, but I gotta up my game for my loyal followers. Remember this is Ned’s daily commute. Watch out
for the passing cyclists that are delivering merchandise.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hcn6iSUi9_c&featu
re=related

And with that I bid you another “good day” in Dhaka.
Ute

10 May 2012
H-e-l-l-o Bang-la-deshhhhhhh! Now turn right (east)
Goood mornin’ V-i-e-t-n-a-m!!!! With my morning
news I kinda feel like the radio announcer Robin Williams played.

This morning is so hot that Ned’s shirt is completely
wet after only having breakfast. He is being picked up
by the Director General and they will be doing a lab
assessment today. The lab I believe is about 2hrs outside of the city. Which means Ned won’t be home until
sometime between 8 or 9pm. He’s not one to waste
time so he’ll be working on his ipad in the comfort of
an air conditioned car. A long day but tomorrow is the
weekend. We booked our full day tour of Dhaka. Pick
up, drop oﬀ and lunch included. I still have one more
batch of antibiotics should I need them.

Today we learned we could order outside of the box.
For example there are pancakes listed on the kids
menu but none in any other section of the breakfast
menu nor crepes for lunch. I chanced ordering fruit
salad and banana pancakes. My assumption was correct
they made the European pancakes, crepes and my unorthodox order was a success.

We are no longer stuck with their breakfast menu
choices. English breakfast of eggs, bacon, etc. everyday
is way to heavy in this heat. Their ovens have been broken for a while now so muﬃns, croissants or anything
that would be considered continental are not available.
(Hey here's an idea set it out on the pavement and let
the sun bake it) The fruit salad meets the criteria of “if
you can peel it or cook it, you can eat it” safely. All the
fruits are bananas, oranges, mangoes, etc. Perfect for
this climate.

Another discovery we made is that real estate here is a
paradox. You have many people living in what campers
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would describe as a lean-to. Fabric draped over a frame
that’s leaning against a stone wall or tree right beside
houses and apartments which have rooms that would
be considered very big even in western standards. Most
have minimum 3-4 bedrooms, each with an ensuite and
a second kitchen oﬀ the main kitchen, that looks somewhat like a small sunroom. This is used for cooking anything hot so that it keeps the heat out of the house.
Also oﬀ the kitchen is a tiny, simple bedroom with ensuite for the live-in maid.

It was just recently that I met this older Scottish widower Ned previously befriended. They would have discussions about marriage, wives, families. He’s a lonely
but friendly, buyer of textiles. He oﬀered to have me
tag along when he goes “shopping” one of the week
days while Neds at work. He likes to talk about his family and its very obvious he misses his misses. If we can
manage to coordinate our schedules it should make for
an interesting diary entry.

Throughout this visit I’ve been shy because I am the
largest woman ever at the pool side. But yesterday I encountered this Dutch women swimming with her two
girls and husband. I enjoyed watching her with her
daughters and I told her that when my kids are ready
to be parents I’ll be ready to be a grandma. She asked
how old the boys are and it turns out she’s as old as
Olen. I felt much better because big as I am I still
looked very young for being my age.

The next email will be our adventure day in Dhaka. Till
then take care
Ute
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S EC T I O N 10

Acting the Tourist
10 May 2012
Since we heard of at least 4 more attacks last night I’m
being paranoid but careful.
The following is the tour we are taking just in case we
go missing.
When we get back tonight (approx. 7pm our time)
have supper and a swim I’ll give you a diary entry to
confirm we’re back safe and sound.

Love mom
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11 May 2012
The full day tour of Dhaka. I was a little nervous because I wasn’t sure what type of guide we would get oﬀ
of an online tour site. Take our money and leave us deserted in a remote location in the City? I was so paranoid that I emailed all the tour information to the boys
telling them that if they didn’t get the next diary instalment to come find us.

The Monument (see attached) represents the 5 Bangladesh students that were killed protesting the retention
of the Bangla language when the country was ruled by
Pakistan. Notice the “no shoes past this point” sign.
Too bad because tourists can’t read the sign everyone
without a guide disrespects a very sacred memorial of
their struggle and success.

We were very fortunate, our guide was early to pick us
up and had a generous supply of cold water. Always a
good sign. We were glad that we had chosen the air conditioned car as our mode of transport instead of the
tuk tuk because today was very sunny, hot, and humid.

The dock is run down even though its only 6 yrs old.
Beggars sleeping everywhere so you have to be careful not to trip over them. The smell was very unpleasant and we (or should I say me) was being followed the
entire time. The crowd just grew the longer we walked.
They didn’t beg or bother us they just kept staring at
me. Hey guys Hillary Clinton has left the country!

Since today was the first day of the weekend, the traﬃc
was a lot lighter which I really appreciated. I’ve had little exposure to the traﬃc so far so I’m still a reactive
passenger. But by the end of the day I was probably as
comfortable as I’m ever going to get. Ned managed to
snag a few pics of what he calls combat buses. (see attached)

We toured the dock, the old City including the market
strip, the artist/university sector, the historic fort, the
Pink Palace (see attached) and had an authentic Bangla
lunch.

Our guide is in his second last year of studying anthropology at the university (see attachment). When we
would walk down the street he would lead. I’d walk beside him but perhaps a step back and Ned was glued to
my six. I must have looked like a rich woman with a
guide and a guard. No one messed with me. Mind you I
didn’t carry anything but my water bottle. No purse or
backpack or any indication that I would have anything
of value to steal. Of course then there’s my Guido. (see
attached)
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I had my neck etc. properly covered but I happened to
notice that my top only went to my hips and not past
my crotch. Even though I wore pants and running
shoes, it took me awhile to realise they were staring at
my crotch. It was so very hot that all our clothes were
wet. I thought at first I had sweated through my pants
and it may look as if I’ve peed myself. I’m used to my
chest being stared at but not my crotch.

The tourist locations such as the fort and palace and
university were typical sites of interest that each culture has, so it wasn’t very unusual mostly informative.
But, the old city and market street were challenging.
The streets are very narrow, no sidewalk so I’m now a
pedestrian among tuck tucks, cars, etc. in a confined
space. The smells are intense especially in the heat.
There are gutters that run on either side of the cobblestone walk so I had to be careful where I looked because the odd male would crouch down and pee into
the gutter. There were even a group of young men who
using an exterior garden hose and buckets proceeded
to wash themselves right there in the street.

When we were touring the Pink Palace I chanced to
look up and in one of the apartment balconies across
the street was a man with a towel around his waist
washing himself and his clothes which he hung up in
his balcony.

OK, now I can’t look up, I can’t look down and I
should be very careful looking around. Meanwhile I’m
being followed and stared at.

Lunch time came. We drove to a remote tiny street and
among many kiosks there was a door with security bars
located in a portion of brick wall. Our guide slid back
the security bars, opened the door and gestured me to
enter, after all he’s being a gentleman. What I saw
when he opened the door was just a long black hall.

(so this is how it will end in a back alley where our bodies will never be found).

I asked him to go first since the lighting was too dark
for me to see properly. We weren’t aware the power was
out. He lead us up two flights of stairs with his pocket
pen light to a restaurant that the local university students use because its the most hygenic and cost eﬀective authentic Bangla food around. Both Ned and I
first went to the washrooms. I forgot that they would
be the Asian style hole in the floor and bucket. There
was a sink but no soap. Luckily when we entered the
dinning room we noticed against the one wall a bathroom double sink with soak (but no towels) so you can
wash your hands before you eat. I’m just glad we didn’t
have the table next to the sink.

No menu but our guide assured us that this restaurant
oﬀers the option of spoons and forks to eat with instead of our hands. Plates of rice arrived and then at
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least a dozen small saucer sized bowls each filled with
diﬀerent vegetables, etc. You take some and put it on
your rice then pick up your rice and eat it. Some of it
was very spicy but each had a distinctive flavour. I soon
discovered which I liked the best but I’ll never be able
to ask for it should I ever experience authentic Bangla
food again because I don’t know what I ate. I only
know that so far I’ve had no reaction to the food.

I’m just glad we didn’t eat from any of the vendors in
the market because they sit cross legged on the
counter where they are cooking, wearing a sarong (with
no underwear). Their bare feet are literally inches away
from the food they are preparing. And every few minutes someone that’s walking down the street either
spits or blows his nose on the sidewalk. They don’t use
tissues. I can certainly understand why they expect you
to take your shoes oﬀ when touring holy temples. How
about before you prepare food?

When we returned home we immediately went for a
swim to cool down and had some bar food and a drink.

Its definitely been an experience of a lifetime. We’re
safe and sound and very tired. Good night.

Ute

S EC T I O N 11

Moses greats you at the Garage
12 May 2012
Its not as hot as it was yesterday but there have been
more power outages today than ever before. Thank
goodness we have battery back up on the computers.

We had lunch at the Director General’s home today. It
was an extremely humbling experience. First let me put
it into perspective the DG earns one fortieth here than
if he did his job in Canada. Mind you the small two
bedroom apartment which was smaller than ours in Toronto only costs 200 dollars a month rent.

The alleyway leading to the garage door of their apartment was barely wide enough for a car with rear view
mirrors but the drivers here manage the tiniest of
spaces. The driver honks the horn for the garage door
to be opened by Moses.

That’s what he looked like, Moses after coming back
from being alone in the desert. All tanned, thin with
long white hair and beard and wearing only a sarong
wrapped around his waist. I was waiting for a staﬀ and
the picture would have been complete. He didn’t move
fast but he was in charge of opening and closing the garage door and I guess guarding (and I use the term
loosely because he looks 90) the cars in the parking garage or playing cards with the drivers as they wait. I
don’t think I’ll ever get used to this chauﬀeuring.

They live on the 3rd floor. The existing elevator shaft
with no doors or mechanisms because it was never in31

stalled after the building was completed made for a
great intercom when we left. The DG would call down
the shaft to announce the driver to get ready because
we were going to leave.

The apartment had a small livingroom to the right, two
bedrooms to the left and straight ahead the eat-in
kitchen. No doors just curtains on the doorways. I
never saw or needed a bathroom but I suspect it was
oﬀ one of the bedrooms. The livingroom was crowded
with one couch, 4 large chairs and a coﬀee table. The
woodwork on the furniture was very intricately handcarved art but all the upholstery had torn fabric and
worn foam cushions.

I was glad that the DG’s wife and children all spoke
some English. They have a 14 year old daughter and an
8 year old son. After the introductions were complete
the DG and his son joined us in the livingroom to sit
and talk.

The eat-in kitchen was very small. They had a dinningroom table up against the wall so that there was one
chair on each end and two along the accessible side.
There was a sink in the eat-in area just like in the restaurant so we could wash our hands before we ate (with
our hands). They oﬀered cutlery and we accepted their
thoughtfulness.

The DG sat at the one end of the table and we sat at
the two chairs along the side. No one else ate. His wife
stood at the other end serving us from the serving

dishes on the table. A few minutes later the son came
to fill a plate for himself to eat somewhere else but we
never saw either the wife or daughter get food or eat
while we were there.

I was worried about some east Indian influence in the
menu. I’ve had yogurt drinks that tastes as if yogurt
was mixed with vinegar (a type of east Indian buttermilk I suppose) and baklava so sweet it made my teeth
hurt.

I’m glad to report that everything was tasty. We had
both flavoured and plain rice. A tomatoe type salad, sauteed okra, mild spicy but not curry chicken, braised
beef and two types of fish. Both with teeny, tiny bones
that Ned hates to fight with. They told us the bones
are so small and soft, just eat them. Even the dessert a
homemade chocolate dumpling thingy soaked in sugar
water was not too sweet.

The power went out and we were directed to continue
our visit in the only room that receives power from the
generator. The master bedroom had both light and a
fan. So the DG and his son sat on the side of the bed
and Ned and I sat on two dinningroom chairs facing
them. We then got some sliced pineapple that we
should dip into “black salt”. Now black salt is a laval
salt which has a distinct sulfur taste and smell of hard
boiled (or rotting) eggs. I finally realised that it was the
black salt smell that was making me nauseous walking
through the market.

Enjoyed more conversation. Then is 14 yr old daughter
had to leave for a lesson of some sort and her 8 yr old
brother is to escort her. We also couldn’t leave until the
son had returned, so out came the “jack” fruit native to
Bangaldesh and again with the black (or as we like to
call it blech) salt. I hope to find out more about it from
Sukhu.
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Now my stomach has been very understanding about
the culinary adventure I’ve taken it on over the past
two days. I just hope we’re still on good terms. Only
time will tell.

Good night for now.
Ute

S EC T I O N 12

Number 16

13 May 2012
Any spelling mistakes I’m going to blame on my perspiring hands. I might as well be typing this in the
pool, I’m slipping oﬀ the keys so much.

Its hard to believe I’ve been here already 2 weeks with
one more week to go. If I wouldn’t have let Ned talk
me into staying a 3rd week, I’d be leaving today and I
can honestly say I’m not ready to do that yet. Of
course some of the time was lost recuperating from
one thing or another but then compared to Ned I’ve
only been poking at work each day.

I alternate after 1/2-1 hour of working on the data base
or creating the separate corporation documents (since
as of May 1st we’re incorporated) I then usually relocate to another hide away in the compound or return
to my air conditioned room and spend the next hour
writing the diary, returning emails, and yes playing a
computer game.
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With no TV I reverted to finding a computer game I
could enjoy playing. Shoot the gems. It has some degree of strategy, timing and as I discovered perhaps
even some dexterity required for ricocheting. I have
not yet managed to win.

It looks like Ned’s job here will probably require him
to visit for 3-4 weeks every 3-4 months. Which is manageable over the next 2-3 years.

Tomorrow we’ve planned to meet friends at the German Club for supper. Getting from point A to point B
is a conscious eﬀort and planning. How far is it? How
much traﬃc? How safe is the area A and area B? What
time of day? How many of us are going?

Weekday traﬃc at anytime usually takes 3 hrs to get
from one end of the City to the other not unlike TO at

its rush hours. On Sabbath Friday at afternoon prayer
time the streets are clogged with hundreds of Muslims
praying on long sheets of fabric or carpet so don’t even
consider trying to get from A to B. Whether the pedestrian traﬃc is busy or its night time determines the bigger risk of getting mugged. You only think of walking if
you’re in a group. The travelling home becomes a big
discussion and mostly prearranged since you can’t just
call a cab when you’re ready. Something we just take for
granted at home, like meeting for a movie, coﬀee, or
drinks and we never have to consider the logistics or
safety of this plan.

I find this City confusing or challenging at the very
least. Shops are still not that obvious to me. I trying to
identify the shops as we walked by an opening without
a door not unlike the open kiosk type stores and I saw
half naked men sitting in a tiled room pouring buckets
of water over each others soapy heads. I don’t know if
it was a bath house (with no door?) or a religious ritual
of cleaning ones self before prayer. One minute I’m
walking past shops(?) then you suddenly have to veer
around this one storey high pile of garbage. If you’re
not down wind of it you won’t even notice it until you
practically walk into it. Remember I’m short and between avoiding eye contact or accidentally encountering private acts of hygiene my visual range is pretty
much the ground 5 feet in front of me and always
aware of any possible space I can duck into to avoid
getting run over.

Compared to the previous entries you’ll be glad to
know this one is short and sweet. I would normally
start counting down the days until my return about
now. There’s usually one of two reasons to count down.
One is to recognize and savour the remaining days or if
the experience is unpleasant to give hope of it ending.
Since mine is the former and Ned is not looking forward to me leaving I will dispense with the count
down.
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Chow for now!

Ute

14 May 2012
Today is so humid our glasses instantly fogged up when
we left our room as if we would have walked into a
steamy bathroom. To put this in perspective, our room
temp is set at 21C. After breakfast I returned to the
comfort of our air conditioned room to work.

Ned invited someone from work for supper here tomorrow. So I gave the guard house and oﬃce the necessary
information and even took some pictures (see attached). The humidity had not improved much from
breakfast time so I returned to our room only to find
masked men in the process of leaving after having just
finished fumigating our room for bugs. And I need to
vacate the room for about 1 hr. I quickly held my
breath and retrieved my computer and work supplies.
Ned warned me that this occurs frequently. I also remember it happening in Bali. But not in the rooms
themselves and there they gave you a notification so
you could plan for it. I would have put things like our
toothbrushes away. If we had been away from the room
for the day and not have noticed it we would have used
the drinking glasses. At least now I can rinse the
glasses and soak the toothbrushes in some listerene.

Its funny to find on a day like this the pool empty of
people. It is however a perfect opportunity for them to
clean the pool so I had to forget any thoughts of me
chunky dunking (remember that’s the term for large
people skinning dipping, mind you I’d have my bathing
suit on).

Luckily the breakfast room has now been sealed (all
the patio doors closed) and the air conditioning turned

on, so I can work in comfort there. In an hour or so I’ll
have some lunch and then return to the room, maybe
even until its time for us to leave for supper at the German Club.

The power has been fluctuating all morning and I just
received an email that Ned’s oﬃce power is oﬀ with
the internet soon to follow.

Here’s where I jump around a bit.

I love it when I can hear the surreal sound of the daily
morning and evening prayers echoing on the wind. Singing prayer has the same essence no matter if sung by a
Muslim Imam, Jewish Rabbi or Catholic Priest. I actually like it as much as hearing church bells.

Ned recently visited the Bangladesh Nestle factory and
laboratory. He says its the best facility and organization
he’s seen here so far. Probably because (I believe) its
mostly managed by Europeans.

Till tomorrow then,
Ute
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S EC T I O N 13

The Disclaimer in the Blue Room
14 May 2012
OK let me preface this one with a disclaimer. The last
time I had an alcoholic drink ,and it was only one rum
and coke, was three days ago. I’ve given up on the
fancy cocktails and the pop is always flat just the way I
like it.

Its 1:30, I’ve been working very hard on the computer
and I finally uncross my eyes to discover I am hungry.
But I also fancy a rum and coke. I filled out my chits,
one for the food and one for the beverage, when the
waiter stops me to ask if it is correct. I actually wanted
a “rum” with coke? I nodded. At noon in the afternoon? He smiles sweetly. I nodded....and smiled back
sweetly. What?!? There’s no sign saying no alcohol until
my moral guardian (who looks all of 13 years of age by
the way) says so. Yes this big mama says so.

First its NOT noon its 1:30 and second this is just another distinction between this place and a real resort.
A real resort would have your rum punch ready at
breakfast! The bar is about 8 feet to the left of the table I’m typing at and they’re all carefully watching me.
The word is out. They’re also trying to get the food to
me asap. Now in my mind I’m already deciding if I
should send him for a heart attack and have a second
one with lunch. I’m afraid if I do he might just call the
manager to escort me to my room because he’ll think I
can’t manage.
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I’m sure that my drinking as a woman alone may also
be on their “DANGER WILL ROBINSON!! DANGER!” list.

We found out that non of the other Clubs have
guesthouses (hotel rooms). The Dutch Club is one of
the oldest Clubs in Dhaka so the German club looked
in better shape and cleaner. The thatched hut roof is
not broken down. The furniture was newer, the building, pool, tennis court looked better maintained. Instead of wicker furniture they have European patio furniture. Less families with kids. More of an adult Club.
Each Club has its own atmosphere, advantages and disadvantages. Its all about what you like and need.

I really enjoyed my rolanden, spatzle and veg for supper. Some of it in the dark because of the power outages. That’s OK I’ve trained for this. I was told that
these frequent blackouts is the City rotating the shut
oﬀs around the diﬀerent power grids because the City
needs more power than they can supply.

Just when I thought I’d gotten used to the traﬃc I
have my first night drive home. The constant construction seems more dangerous at night. In most cases the
diﬀerence between the regular road side and the dug
up side can be up to a foot. One set of wheels are up on
the road and the other down in the ditch all the while
trying to dodge piles of rubble and traﬃc of all sorts
including pedestrians.

Previously I even saw women doing some of the digging and carrying large chunks of the heavy asphalt
road debris in baskets on their heads to a rubble pile
down the street. Work we would use a jack hammer
and backhoe to do.

None of the tuk tuks or rickshaws have lights or reflectors of any kind. The entire trip was us suddenly encountering one of them in front of us or cutting in. In
the dark you couldn’t see them coming. Everything including the street and their dark skin...is dark. I felt
like I was in a video game trying to successfully reach
my destination without hitting the obstacles being
thrown at me.
I can say I’ve had the Dhaka Dark experience. Take
care,

I decide to make myself an in-room cup of instant coffee because I figure its the same as the restaurant anyway. I discover the kettle cord is only about 18” long
which means too short from plug to any surface you
could set the kettle on, unless you move some furniture
or set the kettle on the floor.

Ahhhh, its the little things that make Dhaka so special
and memorable. Sorry but I feel entitled to my “I’m
sick again and I don’t like it” sarcasm today.

I heard that Ottawa is 27C today – Dhaka is 40C and
still I managed to eat supper outside with our guest
from Ned’s work. I had the only thing I could stomach
hot tea and goulash soup. I felt like I was melting.

Ute

15 May 2012
Last night was the return of the dreaded Bangladesh
Bang and I’m on the antibiotics again today.
I know it can’t be the German food but perhaps the
authentic cuisine took this long to hit me. Or its the
side eﬀects from the fumigation. Even though I stayed
out of the room for hours, I did spend lots of time in
the room afterwards. Ned still noticed the fumes immediately upon entering the room when he returned from
work. I’d gotten used to it by then. It was still lingering
when we got back from the German Club last night.

I feel weak with chills and sore as if I’ve done thousands of sit ups. And I won’t have my guardian angel
watching over me today since its not a weekend and
Ned’s working. So I plan alternating working in the
room today with resting and lots of liquids. Perhaps if I
have alcohol with each meal to kill any nasty bacteria?
..... just a thought.
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I have been invited to spend tomorrow at Ned’s oﬃce
which will include you guessed it ......a “special” Bangladesh lunch!!!!!! I just hope I can manage the 1 – 2 hr
(one way) commute to and from work without needing
a bathroom. Ned reassures me that the oﬃce toilet is
western style. At least that’s one less thing to worry
about.

Good night, stay cool.
Ute
17 May 2012
Just when I thought that I would have run out of interesting things to tell you, a one day national “hartal” was
declared today. Its a combination strike and the opposition party protesting that the government arrested 13
of their senior party leaders. Every time Ned has been
here there has been a threat of it happening but it
hasn’t occurred until now. Therefore all roads are
closed, hundreds of commuters are unable to get to
work forcing oﬃces to also close. All the UN workers,
of which Ned is one have been instructed to stay
home.

There are so many awesome things that I just have to
list them:
* •* the unexpected pleasant surprise of hartal resulting in Ned working here with me at the Club for my
last three days (today and the weekend)
* •* the Club staﬀ live within walking distance, so its
business as usual here at the Club in spite of the hartal
* •* the Club’s new ovens are functional which means
the full menu is now available and Ned can have his apple pie for Father’s day
* •* no more culinary adventures planned for the remainder of my visit
* •* my ankles and feet seldom itch now (though it
does look like I’ve walked through an ankle deep herd
of angry wild cats)

I’m a happy puppy. Attached is me at my oﬃce. Sorry
my boss just stepped out to take this picture.

We recently heard about our German acquaintances
latest adventure. They bought a freezer oﬀ the showroom floor. They have lived here long enough to know
not to pay in full at the time of purchase as requested
because you may never receive your order. The freezer
that was delivered was the same model but the serial
number had been scrapped oﬀ. This was suspicious so
they refused delivery. Later that day a bigger but older
model was delivered. This time the serial information
had been cut out of the freezer altogether. The ploy
worked. Since the freezer wasn’t damaged and they
were getting a bigger model, they accepted the substitute. I suppose this will negate the warranty. If they
even had any in the first place. I’m glad I don’t live
here.
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In this country when something is created or a service
is provided it is forgotten about. No maintaining what
you have created or proactively anticipating continuing
needs related to your service. Even their law of not taxing buildings until they are completely built encourages
builders to never entirely complete the project. Lots of
top floors still only have the concrete steal reinforcement bars waiting for the final step. I wonder if that’s
why I see walls everywhere (hotel room, restaurants,
oﬃces) with signs of water leakage?

There is very little evidence of initiative in Bangladesh.
From the very poor to the very rich, the little that
does exist is self serving. They don’t even see that comment as an insult.

The Director General (DG) just doesn’t understand
why Ned would not charge separately for providing any
necessary training of the Standards, assessment or
auditing if there is a separate budget specifically set up
for training. Ned believes he is being paid fairly and
that part of the job description for establishing their
accreditation body is making sure they are properly
trained. The DG can’t comprehend why Ned
wouldn’t take advantage of double dipping when its in
his best interest. Ned tries to explain that he is doing
what is in their best interest. An unfathomable concept, what's the catch?

I heard the DG say he thinks Ned trusts his people too
much. He should be proactively anticipating sabotage
(both unintentional and intentional). I witnessed that
bullying is a popular leadership style here. Even the
amiable manager of the Club says discouragingly “its
like trying to train monkeys”. But the oﬃce members
respond to Ned’s trust and service leadership style by
working as hard as they see Ned working and enjoying
even this challenging road ahead of them.

At my visit to Ned’s oﬃce (the other one, without the
pool) I learned that to receive first class honours from
a university here you must have achieved a minimum
60% average. Second class honours is 50% and third
class honours is 40%. Its hard to believe that you can
have achieved any honourable status with less than
50% of the knowledge.

Pls excuse me, I’m late for my 2:15 meeting being in the
“blue” room. Can you say spladoosh?
Ute
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S EC T I O N 14

Two Sleeps and a Wake

18 May 2012
I have a spelling correction for my last entry. Its was
a hartal not hatal and the paper say that there is another bigger one scheduled from Sun. 20 – Thurs. 24
but Ned says the road to the airport for my departure
on Sunday will be open and very empty. The only reported casualties yesterday was a family in a rickshaw
being run over by a bus. Every move on the road is
like a game of chicken. Seeing who blinks first. We’ve
seen our amazing driver, Mia stare down bus drivers
while fighting for the rights to the road.

This City has armed guards at every ATM and compound (Oﬃce, Embassy, Club). The subdivision we are
located in is Gulshan which is recommended to UN
workders because it is considered the safest in the City.
We have facilities such as the Italian Embassy beside
us and down the street the Russian Embassy. High
stone fences with barbed wire tops. You don’t mess
around in this area but apparently even Gulshan has
experienced crime. Very unexpected in this area. Just
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recently a man had been dropped oﬀ on the opposite
side of the street from his destination and while crossing the street a car rushed by and snatched his attaché
case. Luckily he wasn’t injured by being dragged down
the road, as has happened to someone we know. This
type of crime is growing rapidly. The cars are new models always either white, grey or beige. Rumour has it
that its rich young men involved in the drug industry. A
lot of women are now having their drivers bring them
inside the compound before they exit the vehicle.

Its cooler today 33C with 46% humidity. I see Ottawa
is 18C with 87% humidity. We were expecting a repeat
of yesterday’s working by the poolside but its the weekend and there was a children’s birthday party where we
wanted to set up. So we had our morning meeting in
the blue room first. (Splish splash) At the pool side you
can sometimes hear no less than 4 languages being spoken. English, Dutch, German, Spanish, French or Italian. Unfortunately it was a boy’s birthday pool party.

I’ve always said girls squeak, boys bounce. Well they
also splash. A lot.

By 1:00 it was over but the entire Club is buzzing with
activity in every corner, setting up for one of the regular Club parties they oﬀer for members (and guests).
Stages are being erected, drapery and lights are being
hung from huts and trees. It should look very festive
tonight. Awwwww... a good bye party.... for meeeee?
You shouldn’t have. Ha ha! I get a very ‘coming full circle’ feel from it because the day we arrived they were
disassembling the set up from the last party.

Funny how life and events just seem to continue within
these walls as if it were no diﬀerent than say Canada.
There’s a party, no problem just be extra careful because there’s been more incidences. Its said no diﬀerently than saying “be extra careful to look both ways
before you cross the street”. But here it means something so much more.

Warning. With the heat, crowds, safety and civil unrest
I’m sorry to say that Bangladesh shopping has a lot to
be desired. Combine that with my aversion to shopping and I will not be returning with much along the
line of memento gifts. But I may have time in airports
to see if there is anything unique or interesting.

Be home in 2 sleeps and a wake.
Ute

19 May 2012
And a BIG BANG it was. More like a constant THUNDER. I shall explain.

The Club was transformed into something very magical looking last night. Everywhere only thousands of
small twinkle lights against a very black night. They
even had laser lights over the dance floor. The waiting
staﬀ are so very dark and they wear white shirts and
black pants which makes them look like they’re floating around ghost like.

Everything would start at 9pm. We decided to have supper around 6:30, visit a bit with the widower I spoke of
in my earlier emails and check out the scene once the
music started. Or maybe not. We were in our room
when they did the sound check. BOOM! It was if they
the sound wave hit us in our room. For those of you
who understand the reference we experienced the
Tanya factor. We knew we could never tolerate the volume outside or even on the dance floor.

So we had a calm movie evening in-room. Until of
course 9pm. At first the constant base pounding was
rhythmic enough to help lull me to sleep. For a while.
Until the DJ decides to hike it up a notch and is yelling
out some sort of instructions with the music. At
around 2:30 our bodies didn’t even notice anymore we
just fell asleep and slept until 10am. Still got almost
8hrs sleep.

And here we are, having breakfast watching the walking dead. The net has been removed in one of the tennis courts and a small plastic hockey net has been
placed at one end for the kids to play soccer. I think
that most of last nights participants were probably
members not Club guests that actually live here. I can
imagine the Italian Embassy next door just loves these
regular parties. Or perhaps they think it just another
wedding?

Tonight is our last night so we’re having supper and
then something we haven’t done yet. A night swim.
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I’m beginning my return tomorrow morning and will
be arriving Sun. at 7pm. Thanks for sharing my adventure

Bye from the Big Bang.
Ute

23 May 2012
Always wondered what comes after the BIG BANG? A
long trip home.

I’m back safe and sound. All pretty uneventful. Even
though my connecting flights were sometimes very
close together (eg landing at the exact boarding time of
my next flight) I still managed to make all my connections and so did my luggage.

All I can say after 10 hours on a plane and then sprinting up stairs and to the other end of the airport, is that
I’m very glad the security detectors aren’t calibrated
for body odour otherwise I would have set oﬀ every
alarm in the place.

Just give me a few days for my body clock to catch up
and I’ll be able to return your emails and phone calls.
Unless of course you want to talk to me when I’m
awake at 3am. Your choice.

Glad to be back.
Ute
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28 Nov 2012
We’ve made it safely to LAX. A bit tired but both of us are in good spirits.
We couldn’t get upgraded to business class on the short flights but the one
that really counts to Sydney is luxury all the way.

Thunderation
It is currently 10:51 according to my body clock and we have been travelling
for over 12 hours now waiting to board our 1:10 (body time) flight to Sydney.
I’m ready for a good meal of real food, perhaps even some wine and changing
into my lounging clothes so I can get a much needed sleep.

Whenever you come by the house please know that there are 2 apples and 1
banana on the counter that I forgot and should either be taken or thrown
into the compost garbage under the sink (then take the compost container
as is into the garage where it can freeze until we come home). Also in the
fridge there is a little bit of soy milk that should be dumped so not to smell
up the fridge. The dozen fresh eggs and new container of greek yogurt are
very much usable so pls use them so not to be wasted.

Thanks, love mom
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S EC T I O N 1

First Thunderstrike

30 Nov 2012
Hello everyone,
Well here I am again, out on an adventure. In May it
was the Big Bang(ladesh) so I thought I’d call this one
“The Thunder down Under” though it is probably
more appropriate for Dhaka than Australia. At least I
can brush my teeth, drink the water and eat with utensils and I don’t need to bring anti-biotics.

Though I do plan on petting some ‘roos and koalas but
I’ll be careful to wash up properly afterwards.

I know that Australian men are Bruce and girls are Sheilas. But life can’t be all bad when every morning I get
to order a “long black with cream”. (hopefully without
laughing or blushing) That’s an espresso coﬀee in a
larger cup with cream.
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My first new discovery on this trip happened before we
even arrived. In the Chicago airport public washroom I
had my first experience with automatic toilet seat covers. Its a saran wrap type sleeve that’s dispensed from
the left side of the seat along the seat to the right side
of the seat activated by a motion detector. Once the
new piece has been pulled left to right a suction binds
it to the seat.

I’d hate to think what would happen if I had to sit
down quickly in a sudden emergency and be caught up
in the spiral rotation of the seat cover. I can just see
myself ending up facing backwards. And I can just
imagine the poor Asians who already find our style of
toilets confusing by trying to balance while squatting
on our western toilet seats.

I hear that the toilets flush clockwise in Australia. The
Coriolis aﬀect. I can’t confirm this since I never paid
much attention watching the swirl in the first place.

ARRIVED SAFE AND SOUND 7:30ish a.m. but have
to wait until 2 for our hotel room. So I’m once again in
the lobby/lounge environment. We both managed to
get some sleep during the 14 hr flight but still feel in
need of a shower and get into comfy clothes.

Ned ordered a long black with milk and it came in a
tea cup size and still stronger than we’re used to. I
found out that it gets two shots of espresso. What
we want is just one shot. So tomorrow morning I’m going to order a—sigh-- “weak long black”. There’s just
too many comments I could insert here so I’ll let you
fill it in.

We took a walk on Coogee (no its not a typo) Beach
across the street from our hotel and enjoyed people
watching. Every type from 60 year old men wearing
speedos to this tenacious approx. 18 month old who
would try to escape from his mother and crawl into the
waves. He would sink deeper and deeper into the wet
sand and keep crawling until the waves would wash
over him. Mom kept having to catch him in time and
lift him away.

Today was orientation while trying to synchronize our
body clocks with the local time. Tomorrow after breakfast and registering for the conference we hope to go
swimming, perhaps even go to the market where they
sell opals.

That’s all for now because I’m sinking into the sunset.
You see according to my body clock its 5:51a.m. and
I’ve not been to bed yet.

Thunder you later
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1 Dec 2012
I know I just sent No. 1 but I hadn’t realized until this
morning that there was an error in one of the addresses
which rejected sending it, so I re-entered them and
voila.

Most trips Ned has had me climbing something or
other from the ruins Machu Picchu to the volcanoes in
Bali. This time I thought I was safe. I give you the picture entitled ‘up hill street’.

Our hotel is up a hill that could very easily exist in Los
Angeles. Now I know why the locals have such well developed gluts.

Some new discoveries:
• pine trees with needles that grow hanging up not
down (see pics) gravity you ask? I hope it works on
breasts.
• barramundi (asian seabass)
• spatchcock chicken (chicken with spine and sternum
removed so it lays flat for ..you guessed it..BBQing)
• capiscum (just another word for peppers, mostly
when referring to red bell peppers)
• the Australian iron men are exchanging their “budgie
smugglers” for new spandex racing shorts (just another Australian landmark gone)

Yesterday we went to a Churrasco restaurant. That’s
the Brazilian BBQ style where they keep coming to
your table and slicing you a variety of meats oﬀ a
skewer until you tell them to stop.

Its just as expensive here as it is in Quebec. It was
more casual with long tables running the length of the
entire restaurant with wooden stools. Very communal
and I have to admit there was some eating with my
hands, but no more than at a typical Canadian BBQ. A
big diﬀerence here was that you had a server coming at
you every 2-3 min. which made having a conversation
really diﬃcult. And even though it was a rotation style
of service we noticed that it would take some time until that particular item (lamb, etc.) came around again
so you wanted to at least get it on your plate. A lot
more chaotic than the upscale restaurant in Quebec.

Speaking of BBQs, the park across the street has these
unique partitioned for multi use gazebos (see pic – I
had to sneak up as not to scare the wildlife) and public
BBQs (act subtle – don’t ever get between them and
their food) which are maintained very responsibly by
the public that uses them. There is even a large patio
style restaurant within our block that has a Friday special where you self BBQ your rib eye steak.

Finally a successful whole nights sleep, in a bed! It was
probably a meat coma. Unfortunately I woke up too
late to have breakfast which is over at 10am. The
weather is a bit humid today but perfect around 23 degrees with a slight shore breeze. Because its Saturday
the beach is a bit more crowded so we opted to lounge
by our almost empty hotel poolside. A much needed
calm to beat the jet lag, I have my book and Ned has is
lapt top and is preparing for tomorrow’s work.

In Australia speedos are as acceptable as bathing shorts
for men, women’s about the same as in Canada but
there are also bathing suits for men, women and children that are made of the spandex surfing suit type fabric in many colours so people look like they are swimming in colourful shorts and t-shirts. Very safe against
uv rays, keeps you warm in cool water and dries quickly.
They also are figure friendly while providing attractive
coverage for those self conscious individuals. Hijab Australian style.

The hotel’s facilities including the lobby bar are all reserved for weddings, etc. so no cocktails after a long
hard walk to “the baths” which are nature pools created by the rock formation at the end of the beach
(pics to come). Not to be discouraged we were on the
hunt for a place to have cocktails and dinner. The
next four restaurants were also booked privately and
not open to the public. Quelle dommage.

It turned out to be fortunate for us because when we
did find a beach side restaurant we had Pimms (a refreshing summer drink we’ve enjoyed ever since our
posting with the Brits) and I enjoyed seared kangaroo.
It tasted like a cross between beef and lamb, but a bit
more beefy. Don’t worry the koalas are almost becoming extinct and so I don’t expect to be eating any, anytime soon.

Well just another day down under....over and out.
Ute

Luckily this pool doesn’t have a bar. Last conference
we noticed people sitting in the pool bar all day and
never leaving. I now will always remember the french
word for pool, a Piss in (Piscine).
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S EC T I O N 2

"Weak long black"

3 Dec 2012
Another successful morning waking up to my “weak
long black” with milk. If you order cream they assume
you must be American and we wouldn’t want that.

Thanks to our friends Dave’n’Betty who were in Australia this past Thanksgiving recommending the free “3
hour tour” walking the city of Sydney which included
the Rum Hospital (more about that later), a miniature
of Sydney in their Immigration building, a unique bird
cage sculpture and a man playing great rock music with
a didgeridoo at the harbour (see pics). Our friends were
correct, we thoroughly enjoyed it and along with the
rest of the recommendations we got picking the brains
of everyone we every knew who ever visited Aussieland, it was successful at wetting our appetite for further exploration of the city on our free time, We timed
our sequence of events perfectly. The day before yesterday it was too hot to be walking the city pavement so
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we recouped by the pool and beach. Yesterday was overcast and cool perfect for the city tour.

I’m correcting my last email where I compared the
hilly roads of Coogee Beach to Los Angeles what I
really meant was San Francisco. There are also many
parts of Sydney that remind me of parts of New Orleans I’ve seen in the movies with its painted ornate
second storey rod iron railings. I wonder if that’s a
french influence. And yet the front yards are all fenced
in like in England with either vegetation such as
hedges or diﬀerent styles of short fences.

We also saw lots of White Ibis through out the city
like we would see pigeons in Canada. Our tour guide
reassured us not to feel guilty eating kangaroo meat as
Australia is being overrun with them and they are trying to control the population. Besides its very lean
healthy meat. But I can’t help thinking its kinda like
our version of eating Bambi’s mom.

I have been unsuccessful in ordering ice tea at any of
the restaurants we’ve encountered ( just not on the
menu and nope, can’t make it special “would you like
some hot tea and let it cool?”) Also you will wait a long
time to get your bill because no one will automatically
bring you a bill until you’ve asked for it. They pretty
much ignore you. Perhaps they think it is rude to interrupt your meal to oﬀer replenishing your drink or water, or bringing your bill? If you want it, ask for it, they
will come.(sometimes reluctantly). They never ask if its
separate checks and if you request it, be prepared for
rolling eyes, sighs, etc.

After a few days now I began noticing that in general
Australian’s feel more responsibility maintaining their
environment (less litter and keeping the city, public
beaches and BBQs clean, etc.) but care less about servicing customers. We’ve encountered in many typical
style restaurants its almost as if its bothersome for
them to explain that you need to order your food at
the bar before you sit down and even read the menu.
(we sat for a good 20 min. until Ned got up and asked
to be served) Or that you have to pay before you get
your food. And this occurred several times in noncafeteria/buﬀet style establishments. Confusing, am I
going out to dinner, or are we in a self serve? Its a bizarre mix and the rules are slightly diﬀerent in each
one and you can’t tell which system is being used.

So far all the hotels we know of charge extra for Internet service and it is expensive. The maximum order is
only 24 hours at a time and you’re time has to run out
before you can renew your service which means logging in again perhaps in the middle of the conference
meeting for which you’re taking notes. Or worse yet
trying to bring up a particular document during your
presentation.
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We even found out that the conference participants
were charged more than the regular going price for
their rooms. (In the future we will be comparing the
prices before booking) Because we arrived early on the
day of our check-in, we expected to have to wait until
our room was ready. We were sitting for hours in the
lobby just feet away from the front desk. Close enough
for a “heh you! Your room is ready” without ever leaving the front desk. This would not even have been an
aggravation but we weren’t told to keep asking every
hour on the hour. So we sat there for at least an extra
hour than necessary before we discovered that our
room had been ready and it was our responsibility to
ask. After all we wanted the room. Little did we know
that this is typical service. Now we know. Or perhaps
its a sample of the laid back Aussie “no worries” philosophy we’re experiencing? Which is fine until you’re
the one needing the service.

Breakfast is $32 per person for the hot buﬀet and the
continental breakfast is $25. Can you say ching ching.
In addition when the breakfast hostess identifies you
by your room number she never asks or specifies which
breakfast you have chosen in her reservations book
and therefore you get charged for the full hot breakfast
automatically. Again a sign of lack of customer service.
We should already have known to tell her our choice
when we arrive and then make sure she records it properly.

We also found out the hard way that you have to flag
down your selected bus otherwise the bus only stops
when someone is getting oﬀ. Don’t worry I did check
to see if there was a particular hand gesture required
since we have encountered that some gestures we
would consider innocent are deemed to be rude in
places such as Singapore. The fare is also dependent on
the destination.

Here are some more new words I’ve learned today
Coogee beach (where we are currently staying) = smelly
seaweed
We saw “bugs” on an Australian pizza menu = small
type of crayfish named after the trawler men of a suburb of Sydney (of course, how silly of me not to realize)
Rockmelon = cantalope
Waygu = beef generically engineered to contain more
omega 3 and omega 6 fatty acids, yummmmm
Rocket salad = arugula (really???)
Kumera = sweet potatoes (Watch out for this one.
Every meal I had so far, including one breakfast contained french fries and I wanted to avoid that trap so I
chose the salmon with kumera. Yup they saw me commin’)

My head is screaming “why don’t you just say so”. I
swear they must make it up as they go along. Ned’s
even starting to make up words, ground lamb = lamburger. I had gerkin chips. Not what I had anticipated.
They were wedges of pickle deep fried in a light crispy
batter. See what I mean when I say they see me commin’, they are even trying to serve me a disguised version of “fries”.

On the up side the fish is always fresh (but not cheaper
even though its local and plentiful) and my favourite
discovery, a gelato shop around the corner. After all
what would a beach be without an ice cream shop.
They make their own ice cream in the shop and you
can even have just a small shot glass size. We’ve treated
ourselves two days in a row. They even had apple pie
flavour for Ned. I had the tiramisu each time. The second time I tried the hot nutella (a little to sweet for
me) drizzle option on top. They even asked me ahead
of time!!!! .....Then I noticed the server was from Russia. And just when I thought there was hope and I my
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Australian stereotype regarding service had been presumptuous.

All in all I think we’re getting the hang of this place.
Just because we speak the same language (sort of)
doesn’t mean we think the same way. I don’t remember
feeling this diﬀerent when it came to living with the
British. OK new motto: explore, learn, always ask and
don’t assume. Problem with automatically asking for
service is sometimes when service is forthcoming one
can appear pushy and impatient to ask for it ahead of
time. Oh well, just stay true to the Canadian stereotype of being polite and keep trying.

Today is supposed to be the last of the cloudy days for
a while which makes it the perfect work day. Cloudy or
sunny I still see people swimming the ocean. And we
thought we were tough as Canadians.

Taaaahhhh for now.
Ute

S EC T I O N 3

Discover before the Vacation

3 Dec 2012
Because we’re working over the next few days my diary
is less about new experiences and more a bunch of disjointed observations.

I had forgotten until someone at the conference reminded me this morning that Australians normally
don’t tip. A tip is only for “exceptional” service. This
explains a lot about the service or should I say lack of
service we’ve been experiencing.

Its awkward seeing marigolds and impatiens growing
around a decorated Christmas tree.

If you remember I was going to tell you about the Rum
Hospital later. Well, its later.
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Around 1810 the British Government refused to provide funds to build a much needed hospital for the
boatloads of diseased convicts. So the Governor contracted a consortium of business men giving them free
convict labour, free building supplies and a monopoly
on rum imports from which they expected to recoup
the cost of the building. So the hospital was paid for by
rum.

I’ve witnessed Australians being very family oriented.
Its considered natural to take their children everywhere no matter how young. There is a young parents
workshop in the hotel and we saw a baby being pushed
in one of those transparent hospital cribs. She was only
a few days old.

Being active is an innate drive for them. Not always organized activities but just plain playing. Tossing a ball,
going for a bic ride. This has resulted in generally all
ages looking fit. I don’t see much evidence of a typical

overweight or sedentary American/Canadian lifestyle.
If they eat similarly, lots of red meat, same fast food,
etc. then their fitness could simply be a result of being
more active. Perhaps we western cultures use our preoccupation with what we are eating to reduce obesity as a
distraction for being active. For most of us being active
means jogging, treadmill, organized exercise classes. All
of which sound and feel like a “have to” instead of lets
just play. Here its less something you have to do and
more something you want to do.

In USA over 50% of the TV stations in the hotel
were news and here it is sports, even horse racing.

Bars are open as early as 6:30am if you wanted a drink.
You can walk the street drinking a beer or get the hotel
bar to put your drink to go. They put it in a slushy type
cup with the transparent lid and straw. No worries
mate. But I have yet to see anyone drunk. Unlike
North American bars with their dark wood and bar
stools and booths, the hotel/public bar at ground level
is painted bright white, sea blue and ocean green. Very
tropical. There are high tables with stools (non actually
at the bar) and then lots and lots of couches, ottomans,
big floor cushions to lounge.

Even with the warm weather I’m noticing women here
wear more skirts and dresses than even North American women in hot summer.

Speaking of hot weather. Today is sunny and hot. As
Ned would say “today’s meeting is in the blue room”.
(the pool)

Take care, stay warm.
Ute
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5 Dec 2012
We are very fortunate with yet another sunny, breezy,
23 degrees day. Thankfully this trip has been unlike the
previous conferences in Thailand, Malaysia and Bali
where the temperature and humidity was even excessive for the locals. We’re told to expect it to get
much warmer over the remainder of our time here. Too
bad as it gets hotter we’ll be away from the beach and
in hotels without pools. C’est la vie.

Things I like about Australia:
• Hearing the songs “Let it snow” or “I’m dreaming of
a white Christmas” while applying sun screen and
watching people playing in the surf
• Having my favorite apricot jam as one of the miniature jam selections for my breakfast toast (never seen
it anywhere else)
• Discovering that I like the funny green juice served
at breakfast made of banana, wheat grass, apple, and
some other ingredient I can’t remember
• Having excellent home made gelato just next door,
available in a shot glass size so I won’t feel guilty. It
certainly is visually more tempting than the ordinary
vats. Rows and rows of meringue like peaks that look
like freshly whipped cream. Very appetizing.
• Lots of new foods. Since I can’t pass up an opportunity for culinary discovery, yesterday I had a “humpburger” (why does everything down under sound like
it has a rude connotation) which is ground camel
meat. I guess I’m the opposite of that “Mikey he
hates everything” kid in the old commercials. You
can buy corn on the cob on a stick as a snack food.
(Manny would love it)

More discoveries:
• Woolworths is a grocery store in Australia which sells
coconuts with the hard brown shell shaved oﬀ. And
once again eggs are not stored in the refrigerated department of the grocery store. Do the warmer climates know something we don’t about the safe shelf
life of eggs?
• Sumac is a eastern spice not a bush (I checked before
I ordered it on the menu)
• Bowls is a mix between curling, lawn bowling, and a
type of bocce ball. Played indoors or out. The balls
however, are not round they are shaped like a wheel
and you roll them. When they stop they flip over
flat. The surface is either flat, or concave which can
make them roll in a curve.
• There’s a TV Channel that carries Schwabishe movies. (The hillbilly area of German that I was born in).
For the vast Schwabish population in Australia I suppose. ????Or when spoken really fast could pass for
the Aussie accent. (ha ha) It took me a while to understand it because its been so long since I’ve heard the
pure accents. (the words sounded diﬀerent yet somehow familiar) Christmas shopping commercials selling BBQs, surf boards, garden furniture
• They have dairy free, sugar free, gluten free chocolate. (don’t know what it tastes like but Kiana would
probably love the chance to try it). Another sugar
free brand has flavours such as chilli, cinnamon, and
banana.

That’s all for now. Once we’re on the holiday portion of
this adventure I’ll probably have more interesting
emails.
Take care, Ute
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S EC T I O N 4

Better then it looked

7 Dec 2012

This email contains some new events, little filling in
the gaps of previous emails along with more random
observations.

You know that just healthy sun kissed look eﬀect we
ladies aim for with our makeup? Thanks to yesterday’s
swim and walk I don’t just look sun kissed....I look
down right raped ! Apparently Australia is one of the
places were the ozone layer is thinner. Now that’s a
piece of info that would have been helpful to discover
before I learned it the hard way.

The hotel next door to us is called “Dive” referring to
the diving in the ocean but their sign says “a small hotel - Dive”. I can imagine it now. “We went to Australia
and stayed in a small dive.”
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Yesterday everyone from the conference gathered in
front of the beach across the street to take the traditional group photo. It was at this moment that Ned
had his first sighting of the native ‘white pointers’, topless bathers.

Today I watched a school of dolphins either playing
and/or feeding in our bay. Some swimmers and one
surfer managed to swim close among them for a while.
Unfortunately my camera’s zoom feature still wasn’t
good enough to catch this event.

Something I forgot to mention, when we began our
walking tour of Sydney, was that it was Sunday morning
and as the guide was beginning to tell us of the British
historical influence we could hear a choir singing the
song Jerusalem through the church windows next door
like something out of a movie. As the story built so did

the music. The link is similar to what we heard. A very
surreal event.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MKRHWT6xdEU

We have to be very careful with Australian coinage because the size can be confusing. The most valuable is
the smallest.
Australian money larger to smaller size:
In nickel

The following link is a sample picture of the French
quarter in New Orleans that I referred to in a previous
email. We saw many similar streets in the older sector
of Sydney. An unexpected surprise to find so much
French influence.
http://www.trekexchange.com/tours/99.

50 cents are bigger than our tooneys,
I haven’t seen any 25 cents,
20 cents are like our tooneys
10 cents are like our quarter
5 cents are like our dimes
In brass

The conference is now finished so after tying up the
last of the work we get to continue our adventure.
Take care, Ute

One dollar coins slightly bigger than our nickel but
thicker Two dollar coins are the size of our dimes but
thicker

PS 2nd email with more pics is following this one
8 Dec 2012
The next e-mail was short and is a commentary to the image
at the start of the section.
Editor
Ned’s Australian debut at the conference dinner. He
sounded as good as he looked. It would have even been
better had they let him sing with one of their guitars.
8 Dec 2012
Today was spent doing laundry, time at the beach and
poolside recouping for our upcoming adventures starting tomorrow. There is a Legion down the street so we
checked it out. Ned showed his retired military ID and
we were able to be temporary guest members and entitled to have cheap drinks and good food in a very nice
facility overlooking the beach. The next few days will
be filled with nonstop multiple activities so its nice to
have a transitional day.
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Remember the diﬃculty I mentioned with getting
friendly, good service? Well we’ve now encountered several friendly, helpful people but noticed that each time
it was a foreign person, usually a student temporarily
studying in Australia.

Tomorrow we move out of the conference hotel away
from Coogee Beach to Sydney centre and within walking distance of all the facilities and activities we are going to explore.

Take care, Ute

S EC T I O N 5

The Cage
11 Dec 2012

We explored the Aquarium yesterday and though it is
quite impressive. We favour the Osaka Aquarium for
more variety and better layout. Even big crowds of people don’t feel congested there. Here there are a lot of
smaller tanks with smaller windows and when everyone
wants to take a photo you get a line up in front of each
window.

We did like the way the Aquarium uses the natural
ocean from outside in some of its larger tanks. However, Osaka had many more big fish like whales and
many varieties of the beautiful yet dangerous jelly fish.
All in all it was still worth it.

Just like in Osaka there were gaggles of kids. Just like
in Osaka they all wore colour coded hats to identify
their group and were having picnic lunches on the
steps outside the Aquarium. And just like Osaka we
joined in the line up holding hands and skipping
through the entrance.

Afterwards you can just imagine that at the wax museum I had fun taking silly pictures of Ned being his
animated self next to the celebrities statues.

We then walked the city, stopping to sit and listen to
the various street performers from a guitarist singing
some of our favourite soft rock to one of the best trum55

pets I’ve ever heard. When we entered the court yard
that contains one of the war memorials, the faint echo
of “silent night” enticed us to find the source. As we
got closer to the trumpeter the music became more
crystal clear and very magical. Twice now we’ve been
astonished by the infiltration of a surprising musical
experience.

There is a large store called David Jones, mostly clothing, which is located on 2 corners of the same intersection, both approximately one block long. What is unusual especially during the Christmas season is that
each of their many large windows along this block features a diﬀerent Christmas song theme sung by puppets in very elaborate window settings. For example,
“Hark the herald angels sing” would be sung by animated mice.
See link
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CBJlmRXmEus

You can imagine since there are several windows next
to each other and each with a diﬀerent song that it
sounds very chaotic when you approach the store. In
order to really appreciate each singular theme you
must stand directly in front of that window so that its
volume stands out from the surrounding songs. This is
easier said than done since there are swarms of children glued to the glass of each window. Its a local must
do Christmas event similar to our driving down certain
streets known for their Christmas lights.

I was disappointed with the view from the famous Sydney Tower. Since it was built a lot of new buildings
have been built which obstruct some of the best views
of the Opera House and harbour. However that all
changed as our evening progressed.

We wanted to experience an aerial view of Sydney at
night and since we’ve been very frugal with only eating
twice a day. The light breakfast included in our room
and cheap $6 Thai dinners we allowed ourselves to
splurge and have dinner at the Altitude restaurant on
the 36th floor of the Shangri La Hotel. It doesn’t revolve but then it doesn’t have to because it already has
one of the best views in town.

We didn’t have reservations and unfortunately the tables right up against the windows are booked months
in advance and there would be a wait for a table away
from the windows. We told them we didn’t mind it was
our treat to ourselves for our 34th wedding anniversary
and we were just glad we could get in without a reservation. We decided we would wait and have drinks at the
Blu Bar next to it until a table was available a little later
on, enjoying what view we could see which was just as
good as the Tower, perhaps even better since we were
closer to the ground. (Instead of buying a ticket to the
Tower I would recommend spending the money on having dinner or just drinks and bar food at one of the
bars/restaurants on the roof of one of the hotels. Better bang for your buck).

When we finally returned to be seated, the hostess lead
us to a window seat. ????? She just smiled and said that
someone had cancelled and wished us a happy anniversary. WOW !!! Not just any seat, here’s the website link.
We sat at the window table on the left in the picture.
http://www.36levelsabove.com.au/altitude/downloads-e
n.html
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The prices like the view were incredible but then so
was the wine and food. We got complimentary (little
larger than shot glass but not as big as a juice glass) of
sweet potatoe soup with celery foam. Oh, I’m sorry its
“froth” here down under. This seems to be popular. I
don’t mind because it gives me the taste without the
calories. We shared the appetiser of very tender slices
of venison with tiny minced carrots in hibiscus sauce.
As soon as I saw the hibiscus sauce you know I just had
to try it.

We had a choice of regular butter with our bread or the
thyme, shallots with vanilla butter. I KNOW !!!!! At
this point not only am I 36 stories high but I’m in one
of my versions of heaven.

Ned had pork done to perfection like a steak and it included, what I consider the best part, the crackling. I
had lamb that just melted in your mouth. Then came
the complimentary palette cleanser of apple jelly with,
you guessed it, froth.

Instead of desert Ned chose the 3 types of cheese with
exotic breads and I had the poached pears with hazelnut and, why not, vanilla froth. I’m foaming at the
mouth/smile at this point. My plate had “Happy Anniversary” written in chocolate around the rim. It was a
great memory.

This morning as I’m having my coﬀee, I’m glancing
through a real estate newspaper which has diﬀerent
house layouts. There are no basements in Australia so I
was interested in how they manage the horizontal
space available.

I’ve discovered more new words but this time by reading the floor plans in this paper.
Meals = eat in kitchen area
Theatre = media room
Terrazza = terrace but actually another room outdoors
treated the same as an indoor family room or dinning
room with regards to furnishings, decorating, etc.
Rumpus = ? Since they already identify living room and
family room, I would imagine this is what we call a recreation room
Kids retreat = Cage????? Heh I’m just sayin’

Today is Laundry and Tall Ships. And no we’re not
touring Laundromats. But no matter how much “on
holiday” you may be mentally there is always a bit of
housekeeping during a long trip. Ned is taking the
morning to get caught up on some work emails while I
do the laundry and then we’ll reward ourselves with a
voyage on one of the tall ships. Ned will get an opportunity to actually help sail it. One of the tours will even
harness you so you can climb the masts safely. Ned
feels too old and too out of shape to do that one. Its
designed more monkeys like our Olen who can probably still climb telephone poles like a native climbs a coconut tree.

Tomorrow we leave on a 6:40am wine tour of the Blue
Mountains. Again one of those combination tours we
love so much, so we’ll be late returning. The next day
we fly to Cairns so it may be awhile before you get my
next clap of Thunder.

Take care, Ute
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S EC T I O N 6

Messing with the Aussies

17 Dec 2012
I’m sorry but the hotel we were in for the last 3 nights
charges $29 per computer per day for internet, so I had
to wait until we got back to Sydney. We’ve sorted our
packing and business receipts and are ready both physically and emotionally to return home.

Here are some last random discoveries/adventures.

During one of our walks (not walkabout since this is in
a city) I happened to look into the MacDonald’s we
were passing. Not something I would normally do because I’m not a MacDonald fan and they’re pretty
much the same everywhere with slight menu diﬀerences such as the McLobster on the east coast. Well
they’re diﬀerent here too. They had an entire section
like a bakery display containing carrot cake, tiramisu,
hazelnut cake with buttercream frosting, etc. What !
I’m glad they’re not like that in Canada. They are so
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proliferate that it would be diﬃcult to resist. But it
may yet happen since they have changed their interior
to mimic a relaxed coﬀee shop atmosphere more than
a plastic kid friendly fast food joint. The McCafe lives
!!! And it will be the parents trying to get the kids to go
to McDonalds instead of the other way around.

Aussie? They cutetify everything here. An ice wine is a
sticky. Breakfast is brekky. I guess that means I have a
Neddie. I know that eastern Canadians call anyone
new to the community “come from away” in Cairns
they call anyone who visits or even moves here or that
hasn’t been born here “blow ins”.

At the domestic airport waiting to blow into Cairns
where the great barrier reef and rainforest beckon, it
was early morning and both Ned and I are a little
punchy since we haven’t had our coﬀee yet. I walk
through the security arch and Ned starts mimicking
the alarm beeping sound and says “Madame pls step

this way, you’ll have to be frisked” and I replied “not
until you buy me a morning coﬀee first”. You could see
that the guards wanted to laugh but needed to maintain their serious demeanour. Then on to the next security station, it was the first time I was searched for accelerants and drugs with one of those wand sniﬀers. He
asked me to lift each foot one at a time. I gave him a
ballet pose. By now the entire security group is watching us. We love messing with the Aussies.

So finally we order our morning weak long black.
Welllllll when the waiter bringing our coﬀee arrived at
our table I was typing my diary, suddenly I hear this
deep voice say “Did somebody order a long black?” I
look up from my typing .... way up... he was 6+feet
tall and resembles the Rock. Now it was my turn to resist a laughing.

There is a place called Woolloomooloo. Just like we
teach kids to spell Mississippi “M-i-ss-i-ss-i-pp-i. The
locals also have a trick with this word. Its spelled “double u – double o – double L – double o – m –double o –
L– double o. Phew!!!! We learned this one on the wine
tour and practiced it after every vineyard stop. We did
get the group singing show me the way to go home, except we introduced to the “posh” version.

“Show me the way to go home, I’m tired and I wannna
to go to bed, I had a few drinks just an hour ago and it
went right to my head. No matter where I roam, over
land, or sky or foam, you can still hear me singing my
song, show me the way to go home.”

Posh version “Indicate the way to my abode, I’m fatigued and I wish to retire, I partook of libation 60
minutes ago and it proceeded directly to my cranium.
No matter where I perambulate (this is where you yell
out “you dog”) over terra firma, aqua or evaporate, you
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can still hear me singing my song, indicate the way to
my abode.”

One of the best things we did was schedule the skyrail
trip through the rainforest and exploring the great barrier reef on the last two days. It sure ended this great
experience on a high note. If we had done these first,
exploring Sydney would have just been anti climactic.

It was worth the money using an organized tour for
both. We didn’t have to worry about transportation because we got picked up and dropped oﬀ at our hotel.
Food was included and everything was extremely fun,
well organized and educational (did you know that a lot
of fish change gender?). We met many Germans and
had plenty of chances to practice speaking German.
(That segue was weird).

OK - about the wet suit. I have only one thing to
say. I will never again complain about putting on or taking oﬀ a wet bathing suit. Even though I was wearing
my bathing suit underneath, I felt more naked once I
had the wet suit on because its skin tight and hides
nothing. I don’t care if they say black is sliming the
only diﬀerence is you have dark lumps and bumps. I
couldn’t get any further from hijab if I were naked.

The up side was that every body type, size and shape
was in the same boat, excuse the pun. Like going to a
nudist beach and being the only one wearing clothes
will draw more attention than going native. The wet
suits are great in the water. Keep you warm, prevent
you from getting sun burnt and when fish brush by I
didn’t jump as much as if it were against my skin.

Flying, parachuting, sailing, climbing mountains/
volcanoes... deep ocean searching for Nemo was next.
The only unchartered frontier. Helmet walking was as
close to scuba diving as I ever want to get because I get
claustrophobic if I hear and/or feel my own breath coming back against my face. The buried alive scenario. I
was humming to keep myself calm while walking down
to the coral wearing my helmet. It was however perfect
for non-swimmers. Unfortunately the pictures are hardcopy taken by the events photographer and we’ll have
to scan them to send them at a later date.

There’s a reason they recommended Quicksilver as the
best coral tour. We didn’t think we would be able to
snorkel because we wear glasses but they had prescription goggles. Now that’s organized and proactively anticipating the needs of your customer. They’re also very
safe, tons of life guards and guides and clear briefings
before each event. So we first viewed the coral by glass
bottom semi-submersible boat, had a light lunch, went
helmet walking, snorkelled and then had a nap returning to the mainland. All in all a pretty event filled day.

Speaking of returning to the mainland. I will close now
and hope you enjoyed sharing some of our adventure.
Take care and have a Merry Christmas.
Ute
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Not the end

I’m a(aid that Ute wi! be heading out on even more adventures as long as Ned has a
say in it.
At my brother’s wedding Pa explained that the money and work are not the reason.
They a!ow him to aﬀord the creation of more memories with Mom. That’s a! he
wants he explained leaning on the back deck, lamb rib in one hand, beer in the other.
The moment was surreal in it’s simplicity.
It was an honest truth, a reality.
Dad wanted to see things and he wants to have my Mom with him at every step. His
enjoyment is not simply the discovery but the sharing of those things that make the
world worth seeing.
He loves my Mom.
Mom loves to share.
These are her words and know that as long as they can this volume can expect expansion.

Editor

lxi

